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MEET JJR SOLUTIONS  
We’re a management consulting and technology 
solutions company dedicated to delivering 
transformational solutions that advance the nation’s 
health, well-being, and security.  

 

EXPERIENCE VELOCITY 
We empower you for rapid mission success through our 
three-point Velocity approach:  

 
 

GET BETTER RESULTS 
Our human-centered approach to our three service areas 
(Engage, Enable, Enhance) helps you empower your digital-
first workforce; see measurable improvements to customer, 
employee, and user experiences; and better engage your 
stakeholders through real-time insights. 

ENGAGE: Engaging people at the 
intersection of people, process, and 
technology with HCD, Total Experience, 
and OCM 

ENABLE: Enabling secure, cloud- 
based process automation, real-time  
analytics, and data management  
with low-code solutions 

ENHANCE: Enhancing our customers’ 
ability to achieve impact at scale through 
rigorous program management and 
process improvement 

 

 

1. STREAMLINED ACQUISITION 
Our Sole-Source Phase III Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) vehicle:  
 
• Slashes your acquisition time by two-thirds. 
• Gives you a flexible contracting approach. 
• Provides a wide scope of services. 

 
The SBIR is FAR 6.302(5)-authorized and 
available Federal-wide. 

2. HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN 
You’ll see improved solution adoption because 
we keep people at the center of the solution 
design and deployment process in a unique 
fusion of Human-Centered Design (HCD)  
and Organizational Change Management 
(OCM) techniques. 

3. TOTAL EXPERIENCE STRATEGY 
We help you create superior customer and 
employee experiences, align stakeholders,  
and achieve improvements through our 
human-centered Magnify© methodology.  

 
 

BUSINESS TYPE  Veteran-Owned LLC  

LOCATIONS  Dayton, OH  
Washington, DC  

UEI  FTEMBMQ3SGR5  

CAGE  5BS77  

CERTIFICATION  ISO 9001  

NAICS – TOP 6  541720  
541715  
541519  
541611  
541990  
611430  

CONTRACT VEHICLES 
Federal-Wide AFICC Phase III SBIR BOA – Sole Source 

CIO-SP3 SDVOSB (HHSN316201800011W) 
CIO-SP3 SB (75N98120D00213) 

GSA MAS (GS-00F-146GA)  
Phase III SBIR Program  

VA AVAIL (36C10X22D0021)  
VA VECTOR (VA119A-17-D-0159) 

 

http://www.jjrsolutions.com/
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Contact us to learn how we can help you achieve mission success! 

sales@jjrsolutions.com     jjrsolutions.com   

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCOMPLISH YOUR 
MISSION 
Check out a few examples of how our service areas and 
capabilities have delivered digital transformation and 
revolutionized processes to the U.S. Air Force (AF),  
U.S. Space Force (USSF), Social Security Administration 
(SSA), and U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).   
 
 

      ENGAGE 
 

 
 

Employee Experience 
Our team is modernizing the Veterans Crisis Line to 
improve its technical ability to serve our Veterans and 
their loved ones in crisis. We’re making it more reliable 
and technologically scalable, with an improved Veteran 
and employee experience. 
 

Total Experience (TX) 
We helped enable a faster and smoother total experience 
for SSA employees and customers through TX best 
practices and governance methods, like service channel 
improvement and cross-functional teaming. 
 

Digital Workforce Management 
AF clients who are spread out geographically stay 
efficient and mission-focused through our customizable 
Digital Workforce Capabilities Suite. Designed through 
User Experience techniques that keep the remote 
worker’s needs in mind, the capabilities enhance 
collaboration and communication so workers have an 
improved employee experience and can focus time and 
energy on their mission. 

 

     ENABLE 
 

 
Suicide Prevention Data Support 
We help keep Veterans safe by maintaining and 
enhancing the VA Clinical Decision Framework 
Dashboard around Veteran suicide, ensuring it operates 
seamlessly for VA. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Space Situational Awareness 
We supported improved space domain awareness for 
USSF by helping to formulate and implement a Data 
Strategy that drove enterprise-wide data discovery, 
access, and sharing in an Enterprise Data Management 
(EDM) approach. 
 

Enterprise Software Assessment 

We push to keep U.S. stealth technologies ahead of 
those of our adversaries by executing an Agile, best-
practice approach to software assessment, 
development, and testing for the AF. 

 

     ENHANCE 
 

 
Rapid Fielding (Section 804) 
Leveraging our Section 804 and Other Transaction  
Authority (OTA) expertise, our AF client successfully 
executed aircraft experimentation and rapid fielding 
acquisition strategies.  
 

Facilities and Infrastructure Process Improvement 
We helped streamline our AF client’s facilities and 
infrastructure program by analyzing construction 
contract data, assessing existing workflows and 
processes, and developing a roadmap to efficiency. 
 

Merit Review Support Services 
Because VA must award >$2B to Veteran health 
research projects annually, we maximized their 
efficiency by moving them to a cloud-based merit 
review system and helping them standardize their 
processes, metrics, and reporting.  

“Can’t overstate the amazing work 
they have done. Their forward 
thinking is invaluable. … The JJR 
Team has been able to optimize our 
tools and processes.” 

—U.S. Air Force Client 
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